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Walter Cleveland Garwick 
The Library of Congress  
Archive of Folklore Culture | American Folklore Center 
101 Independence Ave. SE Washington D.C. 20540-4601 
 

 
 
Walter C Garwick 1905.  (42nd and 5th State Street, East Saint Louise).   
Pictured playing his fathers violin.   
 
The Library of scanned picture Congress and added into Walter’s file on August 8, 2007 
and is now part of the archives of  Walter C. Garwick. 
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A note from the researcher: 
 
Get ready for the ride of your life courtesy of the great story teller in the sky Robert W. Garwick as he left us with one 
last surprise as well one we can all visit throughout our lives and future generations of this family.  This was a last of 
three wishes of that I promised Robert Garwick on my last and only visit in six years he died eight days later.  Of which 
I promised to approach the library of congress to glean what I could for the Garwick family, concerning the archive of 
Waler W. Garwick of which I did. As like anything with him as usual it was a story and I went on a journey.  The key 
to this story is that the last night I spoke with him I told him that I was working on several “recording” prototypes for a 
museum in Seattle that will reinterpret precipitation into an audio and visual signal for the viewer.  That’s when He 
asked me to obtain the archives for the family.  Hint… hint…  
 
As well the library of congress has a whole archive dedicated to auditing environmental (Robert didn’t tell me). The 
fascinating part that my grandfather left out and the part he wanted me to find for myself, as he loved to leave things out 
so the “magic” could happen and I would realize something fantastic.  Normally I would report back to him.  He loved 
to do that it was like an intellectual puzzle or game he would like to play.  Not give all of the answers to see what one 
could figure out.  
 
 
Beginning of Communications between Todd Harvey (Library of Congress Folklore specialist associated to the 
archives of Walter C. Garwick) and myself: 
 
 An excerpt of what I originally wrote to Mr. Harvey: 
 

 What I know about the recordings that were made for The American Library of Congress/The American Folklore 
 Center: 
 
 Throughout my grandfather’s teen age years (in the 1930’s) he drove with his father to locations in the south to 
 record “negro spirituals” as well as other recordings.  They had a recording device that was powered by their car 
 in that they had to physically remove a rear tire, jack the car up and run a band from the tire to the car.  The ban 
 powered the recorder.  The recorder was the size of a large suitcase as well Walter C. Garwick contributed to the 
 development of a recording machine.  I'm not sure that, that particular machine he invented was associated with 
 the recordings that were done for The American Folklore Center.  A the time the recordings were made Walter 
 C. Garwick was a resident of Rye, New York.  According to my Grandfather his father was paid for the 
 recordings. 

 
 Mr. Harvey’s response: 
 

  Dear Christine, 
  
  Walter Garwick's name is well known to us at the American Folklife Center and I am delighted to be    
  corresponding with a member of his family. Garwick built the first portable disc recording machine that the   
  Library purchased for its fieldwork. There is a body of correspondence between Garwick and John A. Lomax,  
  who used the machine.  

 
  Additionally, your great grandfather made recordings for two collections held in our archive:  
  
  The American Dialect Society collection: These recordings were made for a project called the Linguistic Atlas of 
  the United States and Canada. The Laura Boulton Collection: Boulton was a field worker who also gathered the 
  work of other collectors. The original recordings are held at Columbia University. 
  
  I can give you more details about how many recordings were made, etc., and how you can access this material if 
  you wish. 
  
  Best, 
  Todd Harvey 
  Folklife Specialist (Reference) 
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  American Folklife Center 
  Library of Congress 

Visit to the Library of Congress June 7th 2007: 
 
June 7th I had only about 2 hours to review the documents the first day.  As there was about an hour invested in a back 
ground check and Library of Congress ID that had to be administered for me to even walk into the Library.  In case you 
may not know this is the official library to the Congress all documents housed there are some of the most coveted 
documents in the country being so they are very guarded, most rooms are separated, with long corridors etc. 
 
After so many email correspondences I met Todd Harvey. He was very excited about meeting me as well as the staff. 
He asked me a few questions and I told him everything that I know about Mr. Garwick as well what type of person he 
was, where he was born, his education level and his family and children etc… Mr. Harvey then asked me if there was 
anything else I needed or wanted and I told him that in addition to the written archives I really wanted to see Garwick’s 
“Field Recorder” and listen to some of the recordings he had made. He told me that The Library of Congress did not 
know the wear about of Garwick’s “Field Recorder”.  Then I started going through things. 
 
To give you some background John A. Lomax recorded in total four decades of the most relative bluegrass, blues and 
folklore musicians (most of the archives can be bought on line via the Library). In the early 1930’s John A. Lomax was 
just starting the process of recording mobile and needed a machine to do so.  This is where Walter entered the picture as 
to build the first mobile unit.  Being so the first 12 folders that pertain to Walter (which I have here for you today).  
 
Mr. Harvey had a 3” box of files ready for me next to a book “ Last Cavalier the life an times of John A. Lomax” and a 
single file titled Walter C. Garwick. The 3”file box concerned his correspondences between Mr. John Lomax to Carl 
Engel (Library of Congress) and Walter C. Garwick concerning the “field recorder”.  Since the archives are under John 
A. Lomax the “field recorder” Walter developed was a fraction of the 3” file box.  They were the original documents 
either typed on parchment paper or handwritten (sleeved and protected archaically).  It was very special seeing them 
preserved like this, as they are now a valuable part of American history. The book “ Last Cavalier  the life an times of 
John A. Lomax” (as included here) has pages in the index that denotes interactions between John Lomax and Walter 
Garwick (also available online at Barnes and Noble). The single file titled Walter C. Garwick had all the recorded 
archives that Walter Garwick denoted from his home in Rye (also included here).  As I started reading the types of 
recordings things seemed to get more and more interesting.  It was much broader than what I had ever heard Robert 
Garwick speak about.  
 
At the end of the day I heard some of the staff whispering amongst themselves and at one point I heard “that is the great 
grand daughter of Walter W. Garwick”.  It totally caught me off guard as you can imagine “I couldn’t believe I was 
hearing the name Garwick like this in such a prestigious institution”.  As well they were looking at me as if I were 
American royalty. They then asked me to sign their registrar I signed the book and denoted my lineage as requested. 
Being, that I was standing in the Jefferson Building Library of Congress at the end of the mall in Washington D.C.  I 
felt a great since of pride and honor in my family.  As well I was very aware of the weight the cultural contribution that 
my great grandfather and grandfather gave to America.  If for only that reason you take this trip you to will feel the 
same way, it’s well worth it the feeling is amazing.   
 
Visit to the Library of Congress June 8th 2007: 
 
When I arrived I saw that all the materials were sitting on the table in the same position as I had left the day before.  
When I walked in I the lady at the front desk (it was a different receptionist than the day prior) told me that there was 
someone important coming in relation to the documents.  So I stood for about 20 minutes by the desk then Mr. Harvey 
came in and asked me why I was standing there. At that moment I realized what was going on as well Mr. Harvey 
spoke with the desk clerk. 
 
Mr. Harvey seemed different very excited this second day and told me that he had reviewed my website the night prior.  
As well he was looking at me in a totally different way. As well he had brought up a 1938 “field recorder” heavily used 
by John Lomax.  It wasn’t Garwick’s “Field Recorder” but it was very similar and the only one they had on file. It was 
huge, weighed probably close to a hundred pounds, in several boxes and on a large audiovisual cart.  As well it was 
pretty worn out.  As we were looking at it I realized he knew extensively about the written and recorded archived but 
didn’t know much about the machine or how it worked technically.  Since technology theoretically works the same 
(usually over time things become more compressed due to advances in technology).  What I was looking is what I 
would call a purely “analogue system” with basic wiring, an AC to DC power converter, an amplifier, a microphone 
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and a microphone preamp. I knew this based on my knowledge of technology, recording machines (I have used) and 
mikes I have built.  Being that I thought it would be beneficial information I went through each piece (of which there 
were several cases on a rolling cart) and I cued Mr. Harvey into what each piece does in order that the device be able to 
produce a recording.  He seemed fascinated.   
 
All of the sudden I focused in on the microphone and I wanted to see the inside wondering how the wiring and 
diaphragm were constructed on a microphone built in the 1930’s so I asked him if I could see the insides and he 
immediately unscrewed it.  I wanted to see the diaphragm and electronics on the inside.  As he was trying to reassemble 
it all the sudden wouldn’t screw back together I could tell he was starting to get nervous.  Often microphones are 
dropped and are bent into a slight ellipsoidal shape.  As he watched I gingerly reassembled it and all the sudden 
everything fell back into place he looked at me as if I had performed magic.  I explained to him that this was a very 
common type of damage and its usually easily resolved. 
 
It was when I was looking at the recording machine with Mr. Harvey that I realized the intellectual puzzle granddad 
constructed in our last interaction and I immediately started talking to Mr. Harvey about my intensions in coming to the 
Library of Congress he had been asking me since May and I didn’t really have a specific reason up until that moment as 
all the sudden I realized that I was in the process of building a “field recording machine” much like my great 
grandfathers for a museum in Seattle that will reinterpret precipitation into audio and visual signals live.  I immediately 
showed Mr. Harvey pictures of the 4 prototypes I had developed for the Seattle Art Museum as I had the book with me.  
I also told him about my last conversation with Robert Garwick.  He kept looking at the prototypes and looking at me 
and he was beaming.  
 
As I noticed there wasn’t a single picture of Walter Garwick in the archives I took this as the perfect opportunity to 
introduce one. I then showed Mr. Harve the only picture most cherished picture I have of Walter C. Garwick playing his 
father’s violin on the front porch in 1905.  I have always loved this picture.  They say a picture says a thousand words 
today that picture in the eyes of Mr. Harvey that seemed very true today as all the sudden looking at the pictures his 
archives had a more complete meaning. Mr. Garwick’s contributed a recorder and over a hundred recordings to the 
Library of Congress.  The picture clearly seemed to fill in the portrait of this individual.  Mr. Harvey immediately asked 
me for permission to scan it and add it to the archives of which I agreed (as I know both my grandfather and great 
grandfather would have loved to have done).   
 
As well he asked me which recording’s I would like to listen to.  I smiled thinking about the ones that granddad hated 
doing the most the dreaded “negro spirituals”.  I told Mr. Harvey why I wanted to listen to them in honor to my 
grandfather and laughed.  Though I deeply felt that there were more to the “negro spirituals” than he ever lead on to.  
Knowing him he never gravitated to anything frivolous, petty or superficial in meaning so I knew there was something 
going on here. So something about recording them must have been intense.  Mr. Harvey then went about retrieving a 
1930’s Negro spiritual recorded from South Carolina and setting up a reel-to-reel machine etc.  
 
After that I went on reading in detail all of the files (much more than what is denoted here).  About an hour later Mr. 
Harvey asked me to step out into the hallway.  I thought something was wrong and realized while I was reading the 
documents I didn’t always have set in a horizontal position on the table as requested.  When we walked out into the 
hallways he introduced me to the American Folklore Centers photographer and told me that the center might be 
interested in doing a story on me in relation to my grandfather. Now if you put all of the previous pieces together you 
can see why as well imagine I was in shock.   But of coarse I answered, “I guess this is a genetic thing” and told them I 
was very deeply dedicated to culture and I would be happy to assist them in any way in contributing to American 
history.  
 
We stepped back inside.  Mr. Harvey had finished setting up the reel to reel and had two head sets I sat down with him 
to listen he then left (and left a copy of the “Folklore Center News” for me to review).  My companion and Donna 
Fahey (trip financier) joined me in listening.  Something fantastic happened when I had the head set on.  Much like 
anything about my grandfather the actual investigation was the adventure into a new world of understanding.  In the 
recording of this “negro spirituals” there seemed to be an “ominous vibe’, they were awesome vocally but “very eerie” 
at the same time as well, they were “repetitive and trancelike”.  As you may know the 1930’s was the “Jim Crow” error 
and the church served a dual purpose of both Christian congregation and political gathering place for persons of color.   
 
Listening to the recording I got to peer into this world far outside of what I know today.  Into a whole different time 
period (given the recording and dialectic quality and recording glitches (in relation to the microphone).  I felt like I was 
right there standing next to granddad, on the box with his hand hanging over the window seal holding the mike. I also 
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for a moment got to be with him in another chapter of his eventful and colorful life.  I had already missed him so much 
that my eyes just teared up as this person that I loved so much presented to me another chapter in his life.  It was right 
then that Mr. Harvey walked in with the photographer requesting to take the picture for the “Folklore Center News” .  
We exchanged information before I left and I was recently told it is in review with the editor.  I did though promise to 
send him a copy of the final recording from the Seattle project they will be the first live audio video interpretations of 
an environment to be added to the Library of Congress.    
 
The findings from my research: 
 
“Field recordings” in music, Negro Spirituals (and other related “supernatural recordings”), dialectic recordings (people 
usually chosen for having interesting dialectic quality to their speeach and a provocative background (story either were 
form the civil war, former slave a farmer from a certain region etc…).  Were recorded for there dialectic quality and 
added into the Library of Congess as part of American history for that reason.  A lot of the Walters recordings were 
originally recorded on aluminum discs and in the 1970’s converted to tape (reel to reel) and if you take the trip that’s 
what you will hear (as I did). 
 
I asked Mr. Harvey to see Walter Garwicks “field Recorder” and it is not housed in the Library of Congress 
unfortunately he has no idea where it is. Mr. Harvey brought up a 1938 model “field recorder” though similar to Mr. 
Garwicks “field Recorder” it is not Garwicks.   According to my mother Walter sold the patent to the machine 
prematurely and lost a possible fortune in ownership rights etc… (I remember Granddad talking about this being a 
terrible mistake on his father’s part).   
 
Walters “Field Recorder” and interactions with John A. Lomax: 
 
Walter devolved the first “field recorder” for John A. Lomax.  The initial letter directed to John A Lomax from Walter 
Garwick is dated May 19, 1933.  In the initial letter Mr. Garwick states that after using many “field recorders” he had 
used and that traveling over 30,000 miles in 1932. He felt that he could properly build a machine for Mr. Lomax and 
The Library of Congress by working with technologists.  Further more he felt that he could technically do so in two 
cases 38 to 45 lbs than two at 70 to 75lbs at $450.00.  Mr. Lomax accepted the offer and Garwick proceeded.   
 
There are a series of letters that follow with all parties involved of which Mr. Garwick has the following addresses 
listed 12 Sterling Avenue N.Y. and 250 W. 54th Street NY. NY. (his office).  The letter dated June 30, 1933 from chief 
division of music (from what I believe was the CE of the Library of Congress) denotes that he visited Mr. Garwick’s 
office and saw the field recorder and that it was in its final stage.  Additionally Mr. Garwick recorded his voice and the 
results were excellent.  As well the machine had capabilities to record to both celluloid and aluminum. Mr. Garwick 
preferred aluminum based on the quality it produced in the recordings.  Unfortunately, there no pictures or schematics 
or the recorder in the archives only these few letters.   
 
The letters culminate in a final Western Union telegram dated July 15th 1933 as the machine was delivered to the 
Library of Congress weighing at over 300lbs (including the weight of batteries).  In the final Western Union telegram 
Mr. Lomax is “disappointed”.  Which if you take into consideration the nature of the “field machine” was that it had to 
be mobile and transported in the truck of a vehicle over various back roads, small towns, mountainous areas where 
“fields recordings” occurred.  As well if the field recorder had to be transported physically 300lbs (even in the boxes) 
300lbs is a cumbersome weight. 
 
So what is the point here and why is this story fascinating?  Keep in mind the dates May 19, 1933 to July 15th 1933 that 
approximately 90 days to build a machine that could record “masters” for manufacturing dupes. Mr. Garwick was born 
on a sod floor in Kansas in a family of eight, he didn’t have anything past an 8th grade education (In fact the picture 
from 1905 was probably about the time his schooling culminated).  He had no technical or engineering background and 
in literally 90 days he managed building a recording machine that had excellent recording ability for The Library of 
Congress (one of the most prestigious institutions in America) and it worked. Basically “the guy had balls”. 
 
As well this was done in 1933 after Walter had lost his job and all or his saving via the stock market crash.  It was the 
depression during the time where the Garwick family was basically “house sitting” moving from house to house sitting 
for wealthy people in Rye and Mamaroneck. As well granddad was assisting his father traveling all over the south in his 
teens to help his father make the recordings. 
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What the Library of Congress wants from the Gatwick’s in regards to Walter C. Garwick: 
 
If there are any documents from 1933 from May 19, 1933 to July 15th 1933 notes about the “Field Recorder” 
schematics, drawings, notations, photographs or whereabouts of the actual “Field Recorder” they are interested.  They 
would be interested in adding those archives to Walter Garwicks file. Any related photographs must be from 1933 to 
1935 as the documents must be directly related to the John A. Lomax and or the “field recordings” Walter did for the 
library of Congress to add to his file.  As well any pictures of the Walters “field recording” machine in usage or rather 
pictures of Robert and Walter Garwick making “field recordings” on the road would be nice.  As well if anybody knows 
where Garwick’s “Field Recorder” is now The Library of Congress would also love to know.   
 
Anyway enjoy the documents courtesy of Walter Garwick, Robert Garwick, Donna Fahey (a former student that 
surprised me with the trip), mom (she scanned the documents) and myself.  Take a trip to the Library of Congress it is a 
phenomenal place and see the original documents for yourself and listen to the recordings.  It’s really is an amazing 
experience, and a real honor and you will never be prouder of your lineage.  As well all of the most important 
documents of our nation are housed there so its an endless maze of knowledge and curiosity.  
 
As well I have one more surprise for the Garwick family concerning the archives but its still in the works as I’m 
finding out more about it now. 
 
 

   
 
Walter C. Garwick holding my mother Erin  
Bryant Bains (Erin Faith Garwick) circa 1945.   
Erin remembers him having very large hands notice.  
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Walter Cleveland Garwick 
The Library of Congress 

Archive of Folklore Culture | American Folklore Center 
 

Index of Documents: 
 
 

Article and notations:                    Page: 
 

Archive of Folklore Culture | American Folklore Center Reports            9 
 
 Note: These are the full reports from their data bases regarding  Walter C. Garwick 
 notice the title of the recordings and the  Quantity and format notes that details the 
  amount of recordings  and type.  These list are not available outside of the library  
 and if your going make sure you take it with as it will expedite things. 
 
Walter C Garwick | Sound Recording | Instruments  (letter head)          13 
 
 Note: These papers came from the Walter C. Garwick file as they pertain to the  
 recording he made for the Library of Congress from  1933 to 1935.  They were 
 most likely typed by Walter Garwick on  a very thin parchment paper (an extremely 
 fragile document that  was very well protected in the archives).  Note the type 
 of recordings, musician’s names, song and the states where the recording occurred 
 (very interesting). 
 
Garwick Recordings Copied (letter head):                 16 
 
 Note: These papers came from the Walter C. Garwick file as they pertain to the  
 recording he made for the Library of Congress from  1933 to 1935.  Another  
 document from Walter Garwick typed on  a very thin parchment paper (an extremely 
  fragile document that  was very well protected in the archives). 
 
Walter Gatwick’s the “field recorder” (first portable disc recording machine):       
 
 Note: Garwick built the first portable disc recording machine that the Library purchased 
 for its fieldwork. There is a body of correspondence  between Garwick and John A.  
 Lomax, who used the machine. The following documents note all interactions 
 regarding the approximate 90 day time period from beginning to end of its  
 development and delivery to the Library of Congress. 
 
 
The letters between Walter C. Garwick,  John A Lomax and Carl Engel (Library of Congress) : 
 
 

 Mr. John A. Lomax | University of Texas | Austin Texas:    May 19th 1933    18 
 Walter C. Garwick  to John A. Lomax 
 
  Note: though denoted at the top as John Lomax’s stationary this was actually the first 
   letter written typed by Walter Garwick to John Lomax denoting that he was sure he could 
   Have the machine built for Mr. Lomax at $450.00. 
 
Mr. John Lomax to Carl Engel (Library of Congress) :    May 24th 1933    19 
 
 Note: Lomax has visited Garwick in New York,  Garwick reduced his initial $450  
 offer to build and Lomax wants the machine by the summer noted the “reduced weight” factor. 
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Mr. John Lomax to Walter C. Garwick:         May 24th 1933    20 
 
 Note: Lomax has reviewed Mr. Garwicks two letters and is interested in acquiring  
 Walters “field recorder”. 
 
Carl Engel (Library of Congress) to Mr. John Lomax     May 29th 1933    22 
 
Walter C. Garwick to Mr. John Lomax         June 14th 1933    24 
 
 Note: A handwritten by Walter Garwick on a very thin parchment paper (an extremely 
 fragile document that was very well protected in the archives). Notice the gesture  
 in the handwriting look familiar? 
 
Carl Engel (Library of Congress) to Mr. John Lomax     June 16th 1933    25 
 
 Note: Mr. Lomax waiting for specs from Walter and wants to make the final order 
 to have the machine built.  So the machine hasn’t even been officially built yet. 
 
Carl Engel (Library of Congress) to Mr. John Lomax      June 30th 1933    26 
 
 Note: Carl Engel (Library of Congress) met with Mr. Garwick at his office on  
 54th st and has seen the machine and as well recorded his voice recorded.  
 Noted the machine “should give excellent results” as well is close to being finished. 
 
Carl Engel (Library of Congress) to Mr. John Lomax     July 15th 1933    27 
 
 Note: Western Union telegram after a much anticipated competition the machine 
  is finally delivered to the  library of Congress weighing in at close to 300lbs  
 (not so good).  However it did work. 
 
 
 This is the end of the interactions with Waler and John Lomax and or Carl Engel  
 (Library of  Congress) but this is all that I had the time to review.  There are  
 additionally many files under Lomax.  
 
 

Last Cavalier The Life and times of John Lomax (pages referring to  Walter C. Garwick)   28 
 
Note: Book written by Nolan Poerterfield in th the index listings are a few 
Pages for Walter W. Garwick. If you want to know more you can purchase the 
online at Barnes and Noble. 
 
 

The Library of Congress all related materials concerning doing research at the       30 
  Library of Congress.   
 
  Note: Details on doing research, obtaining a “lifetime reader identification card”.   
  Come with Id and get ready for a background clearance check. 
 
 

Further research that related if your interested Walter C Garwick’s web presents:       33 
 

Note: That’s right Walter Garwick has a fairly extensive web presence, pretty amazing 
ay? If you look around you will see this right away.  Here are a few that I have here as 
well I’m sure you can find more if your inclined to do so:  
 
 











































 









Further research that related if your interested Walter C Garwick’s web presents: 
 
That’s right Walter Garwick has a fairly extensive web presence, pretty amazing ay? If you look around you will 
see this right away.  Here are a few that I have here as well I’m sure you can find more if your inclined to do so:  
 
General search Walter C. Garwick’s audio recordings: 
 
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&client=safari&rls=en&q=walter+c+garwick+audio+recordings&btnG=Sea
rch 
 
The Library of Congress Folklore Center: 
 
Example of listing from the library of congress: 
 
Title: American Dialect Society / Linguistic Atlas of the United States  and Canada  
 Demonstration Collection 
Description: Selected recordings from the American Dialect Society's  Linguistic Atlas of the United  
 States and Canada discs, recorded throughout the United States in the 1930s  by Nathaniel  
 Caffee, Marguerite Chapallaz, Walter C. Garwick, Miles L. Hanley, Guy S.  Lowman, Robert L. 
 Stone, and Lorenzo Turner; also contains excerpts of these selections prepared  for a  
 demonstration given by Joseph C. Hickerson, Head of the Archive of Folk Culture,  at the  
 American Dialect Society meeting held at the Library of Congress, December  24, 1984. 
Inclusive Years:  1930s~1984 
AFC Number: Unassigned 
AFS Number: AFS 23252-23255 
 

Dialectics (In The Recorded Collections Of The Archive Of Folk Culture): 
 

http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:e011D5EhQCAJ:lcweb2.loc.gov/master/afc/eadxmlafc/2006/af0060
02.xml+walter+c+garwick+audio+recordings&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=3&gl=us&client=safari 

 
http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:SUhRdZ4GdGkJ:hdl.loc.gov/loc.afc/eadafc.af006002.2+walter+c+g
arwick+audio+recordings&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=4&gl=us&client=safari 
 
http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:5RaX4WAFb-YJ:www.loc.gov/folklife/guides/listofcollectionsA-
D.html+walter+c+garwick+audio+recordings&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=8&gl=us&client=safari 

 
Negro Spirituals and music Virginia field recordings PDF (In The Recorded Collections Of The 
Archive Of Folk Culture) : 
 
http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:bglxICtxmIgJ:https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspace/bitstream/2022/87
0/1/Archivist_3_2_hoffman.pdf+walter+garwick+audio+recordings&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=11&gl=us&clien
t=firefox-a 

 
Pennsylvania Field Recordings(In The Recorded Collections Of The Archive Of Folk Culture) : 
 
http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:jylRrH69k0YJ:www.loc.gov/folklife/guides/Pennsylvania.html+walt
er+garwick+columbia+university&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=3&gl=us&client=firefox-a 
 
Street Cries, Auction Chants, And Carnival Pitches And Routines (In The Recorded Collections Of 
The Archive Of Folk Culture): 
 
http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:b5BZCZkyrvoJ:www.loc.gov/folklife/guides/StreetCries.html+walte
r+garwick+columbia+university&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=4&gl=us&client=firefox-a 
 

 

http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&client=safari&rls=en&q=walter+c+garwick+audio+recordings&btnG=Sea rch
http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:e011D5EhQCAJ:lcweb2.loc.gov/master/afc/eadxmlafc/2006/af0060 02.xml+walter+c+garwick+audio+recordings&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=3&gl=us&client=safari
http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:SUhRdZ4GdGkJ:hdl.loc.gov/loc.afc/eadafc.af006002.2+walter+c+g arwick+audio+recordings&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=4&gl=us&client=safari
http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:5RaX4WAFb-YJ:www.loc.gov/folklife/guides/listofcollectionsAD. html+walter+c+garwick+audio+recordings&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=8&gl=us&client=safari
http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:bglxICtxmIgJ:https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspace/bitstream/2022/87 0/1/Archivist_3_2_hoffman.pdf+walter+garwick+audio+recordings&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=11&gl=us&clien t=firefox-a
http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:jylRrH69k0YJ:www.loc.gov/folklife/guides/Pennsylvania.html+walt er+garwick+columbia+university&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=3&gl=us&client=firefox-
http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:b5BZCZkyrvoJ:www.loc.gov/folklife/guides/StreetCries.html+walte r+garwick+columbia+university&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=4&gl=us&client=firefox-a


Columbia University: 
 

http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:nU1OhJRueosJ:www.music.columbia.edu/~cecenter/CenterSite/Cen
terHome.html+walter+garwick+columbia+university&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=1&gl=us&client=firefox-a 

 
http://209.85.165.104/search?q=cache:pNIWLm6CBuIJ:ethnocenter.org/about+walter+c+garwick+audio+r
ecordings&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=9&gl=us&client=safari 

 
University of California Santa Barbra: 

 
http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:bgBCRBmDHY4J:content.cdlib.org/view%3FdocId%3Dtf0p3004b5
%26chunk.id%3Ddsc-
1.7.4%26brand%3Doac+walter+c+garwick+audio+recordings&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=9&gl=us&client=safar
i 

 
<http://209.85.165.104/search?q=cache:0tC8JOdOAhYJ:content.cdlib.org/view%3FdocId%3Dtf0p3004b5
%26doc.view%3Dentire_text%26brand%3Doac+walter+c+garwick+audio+recordings&amp;hl=en&amp;c
t=clnk&amp;cd=10&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari>  
 

Manuscripts Department, University Library of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill: 
 

<http://209.85.165.104/search?q=cache:hwm50KGVF9AJ:www.lib.unc.edu/mss/inv/htm/03826.html+walt
er+c+garwick+audio+recordings&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd=18&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari> 

 
The University Of North Carolina Institute Of Folk Music [Pdf]: 
 

http://www.google.com/search?q=walter+garwick%27s+field+recorder&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-
8&aq=t&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a 
 

University of Louisville Dwight Anderson Music Library: 
   

http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:_d59OBu0sY4J:library.louisville.edu/music/coll/thomasaid.html+wa
lter+c+garwick+john+lomax&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=12&gl=us&client=firefox-a 
 

John Lomax the book “Last Cavalier the life and times of John Lomax” you can also read some of this 
online right here but the Garwick section is not present online: 
 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0252022165/ref=sib_dp_pt/105-8060479-6250040#reader-link 
 
 
 
 

 

http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:nU1OhJRueosJ:www.music.columbia.edu/~cecenter/CenterSite/Cen terHome.html+walter+garwick+columbia+university&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=1&gl=us&client=firefox-a
http://209.85.165.104/search?q=cache:pNIWLm6CBuIJ:ethnocenter.org/about+walter+c+garwick+audio+r ecordings&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=9&gl=us&client=safari
http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:bgBCRBmDHY4J:content.cdlib.org/view%3FdocId%3Dtf0p3004b5 %26chunk.id%3Ddsc- 1.7.4%26brand%3Doac+walter+c+garwick+audio+recordings&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=9&gl=us&client=safar i
<http://209.85.165.104/search?q=cache:0tC8JOdOAhYJ:content.cdlib.org/view%3FdocId%3Dtf0p3004b5 %26doc.view%3Dentire_text%26brand%3Doac+walter+c+garwick+audio+recordings&amp;hl=en&amp;c t=clnk&amp;cd=10&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari>
<http://209.85.165.104/search?q=cache:hwm50KGVF9AJ:www.lib.unc.edu/mss/inv/htm/03826.html+walt er+c+garwick+audio+recordings&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd=18&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari>
http://www.google.com/search?q=walter+garwick%27s+field+recorder&ie=utf-8&oe=utf- 8&aq=t&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a
http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:_d59OBu0sY4J:library.louisville.edu/music/coll/thomasaid.html+wa lter+c+garwick+john+lomax&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=12&gl=us&client=firefox-a
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0252022165/ref=sib_dp_pt/105-8060479-6250040#reader-link



